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在线阅读本书
 Book Description 
Dav Pilkey's newest epic novel finds George, Harold, and everyone's favorite superhero in the stickiest situation
yet. This time, the boys' latest prank has snotty school brainiac Melvin Sneedley in a stink. And when Melvin tries
to transform himself into a bionic-powered superboy, things go from bad to boogers, literally, and the Bionic
Booger Boy is born! With fun Flip-O-Rama and loads of laffs, here's another excellent adventure that will leave
Captain Underpants fans begging for more.
 Amazon.com 
The sixth "epic novel" in Dav Pilkey's hugely popular series explains the awful truth about Captain Underpants (he
is really the school principal), details "the night of the nasty nostril nuggets," offers up "the unnecessarily disgusting
chapter," and even explains how "you can't have your cape and Edith, too." 
George and Harold are "C" students (and bad spellers), but they are very good at "saving the entire planet from the
nasty forces of unrelenting evil" and also at ketchup-toilet pranks. Unfortunately, they can't save Melvin Sneedly
from getting paddled by his bionic hamster. But, frankly, they wouldn't want to, because besides being the school
brainiac, Melvin is also a tattletale. When his robot-making hobby backfires horribly, Melvin transforms himself
into the Bionic Booger Boy instead of a bionic superboy. Can Captain Underpants save everyone from this
"greenish, glistening behemoth?"
Pilkey is the superhero of boy humor, stuffing his heavily illustrated books with comic-book inserts, "flip-o-rama"
animation, and all the gross-out jokes an elementary-school kid could stomach. Fans will want to get their hands
on  Captain Underpants and the Big Bad Battle of the Bionic Booger Boy Part 2: The Revenge of the Ridiculous
Robo-Boogers  as well. (Ages 8 and older) 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　--Karin Snelson 
 Book Dimension :  
length: (cm)19.7    　　　            　　　　　            　　　　　 width:(cm)14
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